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Sammanfattniog 
"Sjuka hus" .. Ett problem kopplat till energi
sparo.nde och modem byggnadsteknologi 
Hii..lso- och komforrproblem sammankopplade med 
inomhusmilj&rrs.om inte i:i.r fOrorenade av arbetJprQ
cess er(" Sick-building syndrome" eiler problemhu.s
syndromet) har ok.at patagiigr under det senaste de
cenniet. Till orsakerna h.Or forandrade byggna4s
och ventilationstekniker. som har framrvinga.ts av 
tilltagande energik.ostnm:kr. Der iir err multifak.to
riellt tillstdnd som paverkas av swrningar i inomhus
miljon och fiirfa.s av de somatisk.a och psyk.iska 
reaktionerna hos persoMrna som bor t>eh arbetar i 
dessa miljoe,..Besviiren ardiffusa och ospeciflka men 
domineras av irritation i ogon och ovre luftvdgar. 
Luften brukar uppfattas som "torr" och detta beror 
inre alltid pd lag luftfuktigher. Som re gel foreiigger 
inte sig mfikant forhiijda halt.er av luftfijroreningar, 
men ventilationsstiirningar med luftaterforing och 
ldga lv.ftom:;dttningsrai bruk.ar ofta kunna pavisas, 
vilket antyder art ok.ade jlJroreningshaiter druid k.an 
vara av betydelse. Pagdendeforsk.ningsaktiviteter iir 
livliga. lnte bara medicinska och hygieniska, utan 
i:i.ven tek.niskil. och ek.Qnomisk.a forhdl/anden gor det 
nodviindi.gt au behandla probiematiken med stort 
allvar. 

Summary 
H ea/th and comfort problems connected with indoor 
environments not polluted by industrial processes, 
the "sick-building syndrome" , have been common 
during the last decade. The increase seems w be 
coupled with changes in building and ventilation 
technology necessitated by increasing energy costs. It 
is a multifacroriai condition caused /:Jy disturbances 
of the ilflioor environmen.a and coloured by the 
somatic and psychic r~tiveness of the individwals 
living and working in these environments. The com
plaints are diffuse and non-specific but are domina
ted by irritation of the eye$ and upper respva.lOry 
tract. They often incJuas.asens<Jtion of "dry air" not 
al.ways due ro a low water content of the air. Signifl• 

cant increases in detectable airpotlut41W are "-"U4#y 
not noted in "sick" houses, butvendlation disturban
ces, e.g. air r«Circuiarion and small air exchan1e 
rates, ar1 often Qbserved, indicating that increased 
l~el.$ of air pu.llutants might indeed /)1 of importance. 
The present research is extensive. Not only medical 
and hygienic. but also technicat and ecoMmic as
PtlCU force 141 tq treat the prob/em.f seriously. 
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Introduction 
During the last century, health and comfort problem~ 
coupled to "clean" indoor environments, such as 
dwellings, offices and day nmseries, have been common 
in temperate regions. The most accepted names of this 
type of complaints - sick building syndrome (SBS) 
and sick building disease - focus their origin to the 
indoor environment and the building. lt seems to be a 
multifactorial condition caused both by disturbances 
of the indoor enviromnents and coloured by the 
somatic and psychic ~activeness of the individuals 
living and working in these environments. The troub
les have increased considerably during the last dec
ade, and they are often connected to new-built houses. 
There seems to be a connection between this increase 
and changes in building and ventilation technology 
introduced to save energy. The complaincs are diffuse 
and nonspecific, but some symptoms appear more 
often than others. Present research is extensive. and 
not only medical and hygienic, but also technical and 
economic aspectS enforce us to treat the problems 
earnestly. 

Symptoms 
At polls and intemew examinations of people living 
or working in "sick" buildings tbere are usually 
registered high frequencies of both general and local 
symptoms from different parts of the body (Finnegan 
et ai 1985, Robertson et ai 1985 ). The picture is do
minated by initation of skin, eyes, and upper respira
tory tract. but general symptoms, especially headache 
and nonspecific tiredness, are also common. 

Troubles of this type are non-specific and could 
occur irrespective of where the affected persons live 
or work, and the symptoms are usually hard to objec
tivize at clinical examinations. However, the reac
tions in exposed groups are often aggressive and not 
seldom dominated by anxiousness and demands for 
extensive and expensive reconstruction measures of 
the localities and buildings inducing the complaints. 
It is difficult to establish the diagnosis in single cases, 
but in groups it is often possible to establish a statisti • 
cal connection between sympcoms and sp:cific ill
door envirorunents. 
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Underlying environmental components 
A lot of different environmental components have 
been discussed as possible complaint-releasing fac
tors (Table). Many of ~'i.em induce troubles at high 
exposure levels, but generalizations from such obser
vations are risky. For instance, fonnaldehyde was 
often considered to be an all-embracing explanation 
to SBS during the 1970's and early 1980's, but now 
we know that airborne fonnaldehyde concentrations 
often are low in premises coupled to SBS (Robenson 
et al 1985 ). However, ventilation problems in a wide 
sense are common in "sick" buildings. Sometimes 
other things, such as electrostatic phenomena induced 
by isolating flooring materials (Norbiick and Torgen 
1987), video tenninals (Linden and Rolfsen 1981) 
etc., also could contribute to the occurrence of comp
laints. 

Table I. Examples of environmelllai factors as possible 
causes to sick building syndrome 

Chemical emanations from 
carbonless copying paper 
chipboard (formaldehyde) 
copying machines (ozone) 
moisture damages in building (moulds, ecc) 
polymeric building materials 
spirit pens 

Eleccro-physical phenomena coupled to 
airborne ions 
eleccrostatic fields 

Unsuitable indoor climate conditions, especially with respect 
to 

relative humidity 
temperature 

Ventilation problems, especially coupled to 
air recirculation 
siow air exchange rates 

Ventilation and humidity 
A connection between SBS and type of ventilation 
system in the buildings has been observed (Burge et 
al 1987). Ventilation prob~ems with uneven tempera
ture, draught and noise from air inlets and outlets, 
often combined with air recirculation and small air 
exchange rates, are common in "sick" buildings. 

The subjective symptoms associated with SBS 
often include a sensation of "dry air'', and the airis 
often actively hwnidified in order to prevent the 
complaints. However, "sick" houses are rather cha
racterized by moisture in building elements (Samuel
son 1984, Gothe et al 1990) than by dryness, andhu
midificacion of indoor air is often ineffective to pre
vent the discomforts. 

We have studied the CC':!'!lation between the sub
jective sensation of "dry air'' and the relative humidi
ty in indoor environments on 32 men and 76 women 
working at four large offices (Gothe_er_a[ 1987). The 
temperarures and relative humidities at their work 

places were measured with an Assman psychrometer. 
At the same time, the subjective judgement of tempe
rature and humidity was recorded on visual analogue 
rating scales (Maxwell 1978). This method is well 
established in behavfoural sciences and is suited for 
semiquanti.fication of subjective evaluations. 

The mean score for the evaluation of temperature 
did not differ significantly between men and women. 
On a group basis, however, women experienced a 
more intense sensation of "dry air'' than men. At the 
current temperature and humidity conditions, the 
females demonstrated a weak but paradoxical tenden
cy to increasing sensation of"dry air'' with increasing 
relative humidity. 

It is obvious that the sensation of"dry air'' in "sick" 
buildings often depends on other conditions than low 
water contents of the air. When there is a high 
frequency of complaints due to "dry air" in centrally 
heated indoor environmems, the primary routine 
measure ought not to be humidification of the air. 

Air recirculation 
It is probably not a by chance phenomenon that the 
SBS "boom" during the last decade occurred parallel
ly to increasing energy cosrs and introduction of 
energy-conservating ventilation technologies charac
terized by air recirculation and small air exchange 
rates. In the Scandinavian countries during winter 
time, up to 80% of the exhaust air could be recircula
ted in office buildings. In addition, non-intentional air 
recirculation could occur due to unappropriate loca
tions of air inlets and outlets. 

There are both technical and medical-hygienic 
needs of accurate and workable methods to measure 
the real air recirculation in buildings. However, 
measurements of airflows in recirculation ducts and 
valves are often difficult to perform. There are great 
error possibilities in such measurements due to turbu
lence phenomena and varying flow velocities in cen
tral and peripheral parts of the ducts. 

It is, however, possible to measure the air recircu
lation according to quite another principle as demon
strated in the skeleton sketch on next side (Gothe et al 
1988). . 

Q1 - Q5 represent airflows in different parts of a 
ventilation system, and C1 - C3 represent the concen
trations of a suitable tracer at corresponding loca
tions. The air recirculation is represented by the 
quotient Q/Q3, and this quotient is equivalent to the 
quotient (C3-C/C2-C1). Thus, a quotient between 
flows is identical with a quotient between differences 
in tracer concentrations, and it is possible co estimate 
the air recirculation by analysis of the tracer concen
tration at three well-defined points before and after 
the: mixing point. 

As a rule, carbon dioxide is a suitable tracer. It is 
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spontaneously emitted indoors from exhaled air and 
different indoor activities, and the differences in col
concentrations in outlet and inlet air are usually large 
enough for estimations of the recirculation quotient. 
The accuracy of the method is excellent when the 
col-concentrations are detennined with a sensitive 
instrument, such as an IR spectrophotometer. Howe
ver. detector tubes for C 0

2 
-analysis obtainable on the 

market today are not usable in this situation (Ancker 
et ai 1989). 

Electrostatic phenomena 
From a theoretical point of view, it seems reasonable 
that airborne particles could accelerate in the electro
static field around electrostatically charged indivi
duals ( Ancker et al 1984, Gothe et al 1989 ). Particles 
moving in such electrostatic fields ought to impact 
especially on protruding parts of the body, especially 
on the nose and the area around the eyes indicating 
that combination of large field strength and high 
concentration of airborne dust might induce initation 
in these areas. Perhaps, the occurrence of discomforts 
in persons worlci.ng with video terminals (Linden and 
Rolfsen 1981) and in persons moving on electrically 
isolating flooring materials, such as wall-to-wall carpets 
(Norbi.ick and Torgen 1987), sometimes could be 
influenced by such phenomena. 

It has been demonstrated that exposure to inert dust 
in connection with handling of paper could result in 
itching and redness of exposed skin, and that persons 
with a low itch threshold are especially sensitive in 
this respect (Gothe et al 1981,Norbi.ick etai 1983). It 
is not known to what extent electrostatic phenomena 
contributes to such effects, but it seems reasonable 
that electrostatic fields might have some influence. It 
has, however, been difficult to directly connect the 
complaints to mt:asured potential differences in clean 
and well-ventilated offices ( Ancker et al 1984, Gothe 
et al 1989). 

Psycho-social factors 
SBS sometimes explodes in epidemic outbreaks, and 
it is often accompanied by emotional stress and ag
gressive attitudes anchored to the group rather than to 
single individuals. Correlations· between SBS and 
social conditions, such as marital status and educatio
nal attainment level, have been observed (Boxer 1985). 
However, it seems to be an oversimplification to 
apprehend the complaints as a pure psycho-social 
phenomenon. It is a multi.factorial condition with its 
origin both in disturbances of the indoor environment 
and in the somatic and psychic reactiveness of the 
individuals living and working in this environment. 
The observations that SBS is more common among 
women than among men (Raman et al 1984; Burge et 
al 1987), and that workplaces with a high prevalence 
of such complaints often are dominated by female 
employers could. at least partly, depend on sex-linked 
di.fferencies in the sensitivity of skin and mocous 
membranes to irritating components of the indoor 
environment. 

Conclusion 
Significant elevations of detectable air pollutants are 
usually not observed in "sick" houses (Robertson et al 
1985 ), and it is obvious that the subjective sensation 
of "dry air" often depends on other conditions than a 
low relative humidity. Thus, active humidification of 
the air is seldom a reasonable treatment. However, 
ventilation disturbances characterized by small air 
exchange rates and air recirculation are often obser
ved indicating that increased levels of air pollutants, 
anyhow. might be of importance. Many environmen
tal factors, such as air recirculation, have hitherto 
been difficult to measure, but work.able and accurate 
methods now begin to appear. With that. we have got 
instruments for further investigations of cause-effect 
relationships. 
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